GAME 1
1. Take a letter from box, place in middle of board. Player in "spoken" area must use letter in a word they say. If successful, they may take the letter from middle of board. If not, the other player takes the letter.
2. Game is over when player runs out of letters. The player with the most letters at the end wins.

GAME 2
3. The winner: The player with the most cards wins the game!

GAME 3
1. Set up: Place the empty spinner in centre of playing area. Deal all the cards into 6 piles and place letter side up in a circle around the spinner.
2. How to play: Youngest player spins bow to choose 2 letter cards. Players must now think of any word beginning with the first letter selected, and ending with the second letter selected e.g. 5 6 SHOPPING. The first person to shout out a correct answer collects both cards, and goes on to choose the next two letters. If nobody shouts an answer, spin again to choose two new letters. In the event of two people shouting at the same time, the winner is the player with the biggest word.
3. The winner: The player with the most cards wins the game!